Abstract. Using case-study material from three small software development teams, this paper analyses the regionalisation of 'design spaces'. Its main purpose is to understand problems and practices of cooperative work in such spaces. 'Configuration management' is used to denote both a practice and supporting software tools and their relationship. A major concern is how to develop practices and tools that support cooperation across multiple organisational and social boundaries while simultaneously being 'respectful of regionalisations'.
Introduction
The design and development of software programs seems to be both, highly individualised and organisationally accountable. While when involved in screen-based work, individual programmers mostly use 'crafted' practices of code writing that differ from formal methodologies where a lot of effort is spent on ensuring the 'mutual intelligibility of code ' (Button, 1993) . The establishment of an overall system architecture, the distribution of system functionality, the design of subsystem interfaces and the partitioning of activities within the design process, their re-integration and testing are collaborative tasks, involving complex processes of negotiation and persuasion.
Cooperation, however, is often made difficult. Particularly in large product development companies where the design of a specific product is not the province of one recognisable team. Representatives of various groups within the company may have variable involvement and only participate irregularly. They may work with different models and readings of the design (of domain, system and the various interfaces) in mind. A modular code organisation encourages programmers to work for themselves, over long periods of time, cultivating their own reading of tasksto-be-done and image of the artefact-in-design. This paper is based on case-studies of work practices in three software development teams. ? The stories it tells will sound familiar to most with some knowledge in the field. To us they are not interesting as single cases, but as a set which allows to highlight important differences of how software developers work and in particular of how they manage organisational and social boundaries.
For our analysis we have developed a 'layered' terminology. Making use of the work of Bucciarelli (1988) on engineering design and of own previous and current work (Clement and Wagner, 1995; Wagner, 1997a; 1997b) , we introduce the notion of space, both as a geographical and cultural category. 'Design spaces' are seen as regionalised and 'configuration management' stands for those practices that developers use for allocating, scheduling, aligning, coordinating, monitoring, etc. their work across boundaries.
'Configuration management' (CM) is used to denote both a practice and supporting software tools, and their relationship. To understand configuration management as a practice, we, on the one hand, use some of the concepts developed within CSCW research, in particular the notion of providing an overview and of 'reducing the complexity of articulation work'. We also found it useful to look into issues of culture and identity, when describing and analysing the design space in which development took place, and the layering of voices and knowledges within the development team (Wagner and Tellioglu, In preparation) .
The relationship between practices and tools can take many forms. When focusing on CM tools, our major concern is how to develop tools that support cooperation across multiple organisational and social boundaries while simultaneously being 'respectful of regionalisations'.
Configuration management as an approach to understanding cooperative work
Configuration management is primarily used as a technical term and is strongly associated with specific tools (such as, in our case, PVCS ). A CSCW perspective moves beyond the technical horizon to explore configuration management as an activity and form of practice which allows software developers to align their work. More specifically, CM refers to practices of creating consistent descriptions of how different parts of a software (or modules) fit together, of producing and controlling bug reports, change requests and design changes, and of creating and managing different versions of a system. For medium-and large-scale projects some form of configuration management is a practical necessity and the research literature gives some 'good reasons' for creating tools that support configuration management in software development teams (Beck, 1995; Bernstein, 1994; Bersoff and Davis, 1991; Bersoff et al., 1980; Cronk, 1992; Grinter, 1995; Kirby and Rodden, 1995; Leblang, 1994; Tellioglu, 1995 Tellioglu, , 1996a 1996b; Tellioglu and Wagner, 1995; Tichy, 1994): systems that are improperly constructed due to the inclusion of one or more out-of-date modules, systems in the field that are incompatible with each other, the inability to upgrade software in order to meet new requirements, two or more programmers making conflicting changes to the same module, lack of coordination between quality assurance personnel and programmers, disasters when programmers leave the project or their duties are assigned to someone else. Our conceptual approach to understanding configuration management practices is, as mentioned before, multi-layered. At its core is the metaphor of space and place. This metaphor not only allows to connect descriptions of social practices with those of the places in which they happen (physical and electronic). It also accounts for central properties of artefacts (buildings, objects of daily use, including computer networks) and the environment in which they are embedded. The space within which a distributed team of software developers work can be described in a variety of ways: in terms of the physical layout of offices, walls, partitions, vistas, connecting doors and corridors, individual workspaces and meeting rooms as well as the (shared or partitioned) electronic spaces that connect distributed actors; the distribution of skill and knowledge; the decomposition of the design task into subtasks and interfaces. Bucciarelli, in his study of engineering design processes, makes a distinction between the object-world in which designers move; which is essentially topical ("all the instruments and machinery in mind and in hand"), and the process-world which is narrative ("the world of dialogue and negotiation, of social exchange, laughter, gossip, banter") (Bucciarelli, 1988, p. 96f) . While the topical view of design looks at instruments and representations, narrative focuses on ongoing social interaction within a designer team, on their sense making and interrelating and on how this shapes the design. While the topical space of tools, written code, specifications, flow charts, block diagrams and task lists has sharp (disciplinary and material) boundaries and is relatively stable, the process-world's space is in flux and its boundaries are fuzzy and diffuse.
Spaces "are typically internally regionalised, and the regions within them are of critical importance in constituting contexts of interaction" (Giddens, 1984, p. 118f) . Regionalisation refers to the internal physical, social or organisational boundaries of a specific place. Regionalisation can be described in spatial terms, saying that the furnishings of different regions and their physical distance accentuate, solidify, and create differences of work practices and knowledges, of culture and identity. Looking at regionalisation, we argue, helps us identify such differences and the effort needed to account for them. Regionalisation also reflects power relations, and issues of power can be addressed in spatial terms (in terms of inclusion, exclusion and confinement, unequal furnishings, (lack of) connections to other places).
We consider the regionalisation of design spaces as both a correlate of the multiplicity of actors and perspectives involved and the internal complexity of the product-to-be-developed. Connected to this spatial view on social practices is the notion of the 'software-in-development' as spatially distributed, of designing as a process of assembling, and the designer-developer as acting in the role of a 'bricoleur' (Wagner and Tellioglu, In preparation) . Watson-Verran and Turnbull use the term assemblages for denoting "the amalgam of places, bodies, voices, skills, practices, technical devices, theories, social strategies, and collective work that together constitute technoscientific knowledge/practices" (1995, p. 117) . From this perspective, configuration management can be seen as a practice that supports the 'assembling' of specific requirements, modules, pieces of code, prior versions, and ready-made parts. This requires to move the actors and perspectives in space and time from one place (e.g., an individual workspace) to another, thereby crossing boundaries, and to build connections between them.
Regionalisation poses specific challenges for cooperative work within a software development team and configuration management can be seen as a (partial) answer to this challenge. CSCW research offers some useful concepts for understanding cooperation support. On this basis, we identify four particular purposes of configuration management: (i) creating an overview of the software-in-development (organisation and construction, identification and description of its modules, dependency definitions and project status); (ii) affording the transparency of programming practices and control of changes, program errors and system inconsistencies; (iii) support for assembling the design (system building, creating versions and revisions, libraries); (iv) and, ultimately, reducing the amount of articulation work necessary. All these purposes can be accounted for in terms of cooperative work.
Creating overview: One of the main rationales behind CM tools (in our case PVCS, see Section 4) is to create a shared knowledge of the system's organisation and structure which is potentially more stable, complete, updated, and accessible than those commonly available. This requires creating updated descriptions of a system's modules and their dependencies. Overview means that software developers should be able to locate and relate their own work within the emerging overall software system, and be made aware of changes made to each module. Overview is often supported by a 'common artefact' (Robinson, 1993) , a shareable representation of work which can take many forms and serve multiple purposes. Design representations such as a sketch, a flow chart, or a piece of written code may offer a partial model of the design, afford an overview which would otherwise not be available, support the implicit communication of ideas and perspectives, and provide a template for reporting. Common artefacts belong to the object-world of design. Many of them are partial and often momentaneous visualisations of the assemblage in construction.
Transparency and control: Software can easily be changed and this can have major ramifications. In large teams, change often goes unnoticed, unaccounted for, insufficiently documented. CM tools can help to store change information in a form that can be used to build the software system automatically in the later phases of the software life cycle. In the coding and debugging phases, as well as in the testing, quality assurance and maintenance phases, it supports proper control of bug reports, change requests and design changes. It has to be made certain that intended code changes are actually reflected in the executable program. Another focus is on managing the proliferation of code changes. Finally, CM tools allow to determine the differences between two revisions of a module, to revert to a prior revision of a module and to determine when a particular bug was introduced into the system. They document who made a particular code change, why and when the change was made, and to which versions of the system it applies. It is possible to track each step of adding new lines of code or changing others. Another concern is the transparency -readability -of code. Practices here vary, from enforcing standards to mutual code review. A CM tool adds to the transparency of code for all those who use the same system.
Support for assembling the design:
When software is developed in modularised form by distributed actors within a regionalised design space, these modules have to be related to each other and at some point assembled into a whole. One way of doing this, once they have been defined, created and tested, is to place them in a library. Then other programmers can refer to them in their code. A CM tool will support the integration of referenced modules from the library into the final program. A text file called a 'makefile' (which is executed as a batch file) identifies all the modules that make up a software system, indicates how the modules depend on each other, and what procedures must be performed to build the system.
Reducing the complexity of articulation work: Distributing work, keeping track of changes and assembling require articulation work. In large, spatially and temporarily distributed software development teams there are obvious constraints to the articulation of all those aspects of ongoing work that would need commenting, explaining, clarifying of ambiguity, etc., in order to be sufficiently understood by all cooperating partners. It is hardly possible to comment and make transparent every activity carried out in a complex design space. Also, participants in design may have their own 'good' reasons for disarticulating. They may try to create privileges, and maintain boundaries, but also to defend and preserve the integrity of their own approach to the task-at-hand (Clement and Wagner, 1995) .
Schmidt's analysis of the role of 'formal constructs' in cooperative work provides an interesting perspective on CM tools as reducing the complexity of articulation work. It is important at this place to point out that, as such, they offer software developers specifically designed resources for managing the design process, rather than performing all the detailed negotiations and alignments necessary to cooperative practice. Schmidt (1997) looks at 'formal constructs' as playing very different roles, from maps that support orientation and navigation within the emerging sys-tem, to scripts or protocols that determine particular activities. Suchman insists on the importance of competent practice (as opposed to simply enacting a plan or 'applying' a tool), arguing "while plans presuppose the embodied practices and changing circumstances of situated action, the efficiency of plans as representations comes precisely from the fact that they do not represent those practices and circumstances in all of their concrete detail" (1987, p. 52) . This debate offers an important view on CM tools. It suggests to look at the relationship of configuration management practices and the supporting tools as one which can take different forms. An open question is, whether the use of CM tools, while reducing the complexity of articulation work in some respects, requires additional and even new forms of negotiations and alignments.
The cases
In 1994, we started working on a series of parallel case studies. To document design and development work in process turned out to be difficult, for a variety of reasons. Access to software development teams was extremely restricted. Several initial contacts closed down because management was reluctant to make visible what they suspected to be 'messy' practices, or tight schedules did not allow entry to a project, or the distributed nature of software development made it difficult to capture relevant periods of activity and gain an overview of the whole design process. Hence, methods of data collection varied considerably. In both, the Document and the Office Case, we tried to reconstruct the crucial phases of development work through in-depth interviews with some of the key participants, and by analysing project documents (available paper-based reports and memorandae). Reconstructing the Document Case was facilitated (but also biased to a certain extent) by the fact that one of the authors had worked for some time on it and could add her own intimate knowledge to our interviewees' account. Only the TV Case project (one in a series) was well enough bounded (in time and complexity) to make a combination of participant observation with in-depth interviewing (in 1994, over the course of several months) possible.
The cases differ markedly with respect to time, size and profile of the development team, and task. Studying these cases was not done with the intent to document 'good practices' or new developments in software engineering. Rather, the idea was to look into presumably quite common ways of doing software design. Although the material we collected is restricted, due to our methods of data collecting, we think that the differences of practice in the cases studied are helpful for understanding configuration management. They point to different 'sources' of regionalisation in software development teams and to different practices of coping with them. As such, they widen our understanding of cooperative work in this area. From a practical point of view, this also helped us in identifying some requirements for the improvement of existing CM tools.
The Document Case (1986 to 1993)
The Document Case represents a temporarily extended and highly complex software project that had already been terminated at the time of our investigation and was carried out by a team of 8 developers. The product was a document management system with a graphical user interface, including subprograms for scanning documents, for creating and managing document folders, for document retrieval and other server-based management functions such as database and jukebox management applications which should run on standardised platforms (MS WINDOWS as client and OS/2 as server). The initial product idea came from the company's management. In addition to providing the first rough specifications, management tried to determine the technical design of the program and made a series of strategic and professional mistakes. After an initial phase of frustration and disorientation, the chief developer succeeded in changing the leading design idea behind the project and to push through his choice of hardware and software platforms. The company went bankrupt in 1993 and the product was bought by another software company where the developers carried on working on the same product. The robust and well-developed product is still used by several customers all over the world, but its further development was stopped.
The Office Case (1987 Case ( to 1992 This software house also initiated an ambitious project. The idea was to develop a software package (as standard software on an OS/2 operating system) offering integrated solutions to all conceivable problems of office work. The product consisted of a database and a user interface, including three subprograms -one application for calculations, one for word processing, and one for graphical design tasks. The transfer of data and documents between these applications was to be facilitated by specifically designed communication tools. Depending on the status of product development and available resources, between 20 and 30 developers were involved.
The first design -an innovative object-oriented approach to creating the user interface and some functions of the underlying database -was generated by a number of enthusiastic postgraduate students of computer science (with little experience in software engineering and in building complex software) in cooperation with the company's managers. However, the lack of a consistent description of the product and difficulties of developing in an OS/2 environment with unqualified development tools turned out to be a source of conflict and failure throughout the project. No one was able to envision the software as a whole. Development came to a halt after the first year, when management and the project leaders realised they had no idea which further steps should be taken. Financial problems came to the foreground, most students lost their contract and were finally re-employed when the project started again. The software development team was separated into two groups: one for database and one for user interface.
The first attempt at integrating database and user interface resulted in a disaster. Repeated, unmonitored and often unaccounted changes in the design of the database modules made integration almost impossible. Developers would have opted for a thorough re-design and re-engineering of the product. Management, under pressure from the marketing department, insisted that a new stable program version be built.
After five years of intense work on a client-application which could not be sold on the market, the company went bankrupt and the product was never finished.
The TV Case (1994)
This is a case of a small (two person) team specialised in developing graphical presentation software for the Austrian National TV. One of these applications supports the presentation of the results of national elections on a Silicon Graphics platform. Incoming results are provided either directly (through an on-line connection with the Ministry of the Interior) or entered manually. Input data are managed through a database and an editor for ongoing modifications of the initial data. Election results are presented in various forms -charts and animated diagrams with corresponding maps on the background. One idea was to provide the moderator of the election program with a tool which he could easily handle himself for producing graphical information in front of the camera. This means that programming errors in the application would be transparent to millions of people watching TV. The high reliability required and the emergency character of a public performance made this project a special one.
Different regionalisations
Crucial to our description of design spaces and configuration management is the notion of regionalisation. It can take rather different forms.
In the Document Case, developers were successful in establishing boundaries against management pressure to release a marketable product. What they protected was their ideal of a research-based design and development culture. By building a homogeneous development environment and by discussing best practices, they created a platform for mutual support and learning. There was no suitable development environment for such a project at the time of the project, since WINDOWS (the 1.3 version) was still quite primitive and not supportive of multiple networked users. The team developed its technical platform from scratch and documented it in great detail, first as a set of memorandae, later as mail. Identical development tools were installed on each computer, and a shared electronic space supported by email and the configuration management tool PVCS, was developed. This design space in the Document Case was shared by and accessible to all those inside the team.
This tight knitting was based on homogeneity on one hand -all (but one of the) developers were from the same generation of students of computer science with a shared experience of university training (and the associated culture). (It was only an outsider who, from a distance when the project had already been completed, voiced her doubts about the practicability of the team's rigorous approach). What also held the team together, was the hidden but nevertheless powerful layering of voices within the boundaries of the team itself. The key figure of the team was the chief developer. He made the major design decisions, set the team's professional standards, and defended them against management prerogatives. Under attack, he left the company twice and was asked to return. The shared vision, including the notion that everyone is there to learn, was dependent on the chief developer's strong will, and the times he left this vision disintegrated. Also, there was a clear distinction between senior developers and newcomers. Senior developers enjoyed the status of 'real professionals' and were paid accordingly, while newcomers (even if they were working longer than one year in the company) were perceived as inexperienced people who, given the complexity of programming on an unstable operating system, needed time to study WINDOWS or OS/2 programming. Although these differences were not thematised (and senior developers were always willing to help newcomers), developers knew their place.
The spatial analogue to the shared vision of a tightly knitted community of practice is the kitchen. This was the place were the informal life of the team was concentrated, and the rule to endorse the vision of the team was most clearly present. Failure to comply with this rule would result in being excluded from the kitchen. The kitchen was always crowded and used in the same way as in a private home where it often becomes a centre of activities. In comparison to the kitchen, the more formal project related discussions, within the team as well as with managers, client representatives, visitors, etc., took place in the company's meeting room. This was a slightly more public place, furnished with the kind of equipment which supports more accessible forms of representation (e.g., flip charts) (Wagner and Tellioglu, In preparation) .
Management did not find it easy to understand and share the vision of the developing team which was oriented towards shaping itself into perfect programmers and developing the best standard software in the field. Several times management promised customers new versions without seeking to clarify the status of the product. The developers in turn simply ignored the deadlines set by management. Even urgent jobs were approached systematically. The 'outside world' was shielded off as potentially hostile to the nature of the task which was seen as internally driven. ": : : and when management or whoever, the sales people, say we have to make money, then it is sort of unavoidable to hand over the pressure. What do you do then? : : : This is a real issue, how to protect the development team from the outside world. This is a must, if you want to develop something. So, a product is ready for delivery only when it is finished and that's it". (Chief Developer, Document Case) No one outside the development team itself had a chance to look into the program code. Even those in the company whose job it was to write up the program documentation were kept at a distance.
In the Office Case, regionalisations changed over the course of a long, stormy and ultimately unsuccessful project. The first design -an innovative object-oriented approach to creating the user interface and some functions of the underlying database -was generated by a number of enthusiastic postgraduate students in cooperation with the company's managers. Given the high complexity of the envisioned product, specifications were incomplete, because there was not enough time and know-how. No common approach was defined. Designers invented their own specifications of the modules they were supposed to develop and under time pressure it happened that they programmed without any design documentation. Work became extremely ad-hoc and individualised. Everyone was focused on his or her own application and functionality without any idea of how the integrated product might look like.
After a disastrous ending of this (in many ways productive and innovative) first phase, participants in design and development realised that they needed to put energy into developing a shared environment. What they created were local niches of transparency and mutual alignment which were closed off and defended. Boundaries were drawn around topics (database versus user interface). Within each of the topical groups local connections became intense; many ideas and problems were expressed and discussed and the number of ad-hoc meetings increased. Practices of code reviewing were established, a unified notation was developed and supported by PVCS. However, relationships between the two topical groups were marked by high levels of disarticulation, some of it intentional (when there was a need to protect one's particular vision but also in order to deflect the blame for errors onto the other group). There was a clash of cultures between the two groups (which worked in spatially separated parts of the firm), with the user interface group being oriented towards innovative solutions while the database group endorsed a more pragmatic approach.
The first attempt at integrating database and user interface resulted in a disaster of unrecoverable errors, system crashes and severe inconsistencies. Developers would have opted for a thorough re-design and re-engineering of the product. Management, under pressure from the marketing department which had announced non-existent new program versions, decided that the software package be screened for errors and that a new stable program version be built. Frustrated developers were forced into this arrangement and some of them had to identify errors in (poorly documented) code which had been written by someone who was no longer in the company. Stitching together the software from an unorderly and insufficiently documented heap of functions and modules could not make up for the lack of a common design space and the many day-to-day alignments required to make it function.
The TV Case, although not comparable with respect to the size of team and task, offers an interesting contrast. This is an example of a highly efficient cooperative of two within a larger company who have worked out routine ways of preserving personal boundaries. Cornerstones of their highly segregated workspace are a strict (and clean) modularisation and a careful definition of module interfaces. Regionalisation of the design space in this project was achieved by subdividing the task into eight functions which were developed separately (using dummy variables) and integrated at the very last minute.
They have some good reasons for practising such a fragmented approach to a project, some of which date back to university times when the two first met. One is specialisation -developer A's strengths are project acquisition and the hunting of new products, development and graphical presentation tools. Developer B is a competent designer and developer of complicated graphics algorithms, and knows to handle difficult tasks such as converting different types of files. Another good reason is the differences in life style. Both developers live in differently timed worlds. While developer A is a 'polychronic' person who loves doing several tasks in parallel and finds it difficult to set time apart for non-work activities, developer B effectively plans and reduces his working time to regular periods of intense and directed activity. Finally, the two have completely different coding styles and their priorities for developing applications are not easily compatible. Developer A values the functionality and robustness of a program as more important than structural elegance, conceptual integrity and documentation. Developer B takes his time for the accurate definition of the architectural and procedural design of the modules.
Connecting these two design spaces is only possible, because both developers are willing to step over boundaries at some point and to engage in intense cooperation. Shared space is created for meetings with their client, for testing, and for last minute adjustments. This timely switching between private and shared spaces makes configuration management possible, although each developer's modules represent different worlds of designing and of writing code. Transitions between private and shared spaces are reflected in the diversity of actor spaces and their characteristics: the home (for programming), the office (for linking, testing, demonstrating), the coffee-house (for informal meetings), email (for exchanging memos), the TV studio (for performing) (Wagner and Tellioglu, In preparation) .
Practices of configuration management have to be read and interpreted against the background of differently regionalised design spaces.
Practices of configuration management
Developers in the TV Case, as well as the Office team in the first phase of their project, largely managed their software modules manually. After having installed a network, both subteams in the Office Case introduced PVCS as a CM tool (the only available one at that time on a WINDOWS platform). Developers in the Document Case used PVCS from the start.
Our method of data collecting did not allow us to directly study the use of PVCS and its relationship to software developers communicative and manual practice. However, the case-study material, in combination with our knowledge of PVCS (the older as well as more recent versions), allows us to draw some conclusions on how far it supports, adds to, supplements, or eventually hampers such practice (Tellioglu, 1995; 1996a; 1996b) .
PVCS (a product of Intersolv GmbH) is based on a sequential model. It supports the archiving and retrieval of previously named software versions. The version is the fundamental unit of specifications. Differences between an old version and its successor represent changes. Files are used to save the changes physically, and therefore the system is limited to the kinds of information available in files (Cronk, 1992) . PVCS contains a set of subtools with different functionalities: a version control system, a reporter, a tracker, a production gateway, a developer's toolkit, a configuration builder consisting of 'make files', and a promotion manager.
Other examples of tools based on the sequential model are DEC's Code Management System (CMS), Mortice Kern Systems (MKS), and Revision Control System (RCS) with Concurrent Version System (CVS). There is a common misconception that Source Code Control System (SCCS) baselines the initial version and keeps deltas to create newer versions. Actually, SCCS interleaves all the versions (Eaton, 1997) and it cannot be categorised as a tool based on the sequential model.
There are also other CM tools, based on selectable-change model, such as Aide-de-Camp, IBM Update, CDC Update and Historian Plus. These are more than simple version-retrieval systems. They are object-oriented. A change, saved logically as an object, can be associated with whatever information is meaningful to the developer. New combinations of prior changes can be selected to produce new versions; an old version of the file can be compared to an altered version and applied independently. This is made possible by characterising each version (implicitly or explicitly) by a list of changes to be administered. The change builds the fundamental unit of specifications. Any combination of changes can be used to specify a version.
The following chapters describe configuration management as a practice and the use of CM tools as embedded in this practice. 'Creating overview, transparency and control, assembling the design, and reducing the complexity of articulation work' are used as organisers of our argument. The following table provides an overview, highlighting how regionalisation influences practices of configuration management, in particular the 'final' assembling of pieces of code into a program.
CREATING OVERVIEW
As in the Document Case, a lot of time and energy went into interrelating and creating a shared view of the system and into defining and establishing 'best practices'; there was a high level of transparency at all times. Among the highly valued (and enforced) 'best practices' were the disciplined use of robust naming conven- protecting a 'best practice/method vision' against the outside world (of management and customers) protecting a topic (user interface vs. database) without developing a common task approaching a common task in two equal voices and with respect for personal boundaries ASSEMBLING assembling from a well maintained and coherent file cabinet according to pre-specified dependencies and rules 'bricolaging' insufficiently aligned fragments through a long process of mending errors and stitching parts together a mixed approach of individual assembling (copying and adapting vs. creating a well ordered file cabinet) and cooperative linking tions and filling the module headers with detailed descriptions so as to facilitate the mutual understanding of each others' modules. Several types of comments were added to the code. On the one hand, developers placed global descriptions of procedures onto the procedure header (including parameters, data types and function of the procedure); on the other hand, they wrote up explanations of each step (including the underlying rationale) of complicated code parts such as long loops, algorithms or dynamic data exchanges between the modules and subprograms. Testers created graphical representations of each testing step and of the behaviour of program modules they were testing. These documents helped developers to follow closely each step in the testing process and to locate the bugs and corresponding source code. The chief developer spent much of his time creating clear dependency definitions between modules and components and visualising them in graphic form. For design procedures flow-and structure charts were used. He also introduced a rotational principle which ensured that all developers (although at different times) were involved in maintaining and updating the overall structure of the system. There was always an overview of the current project status -versions that were already completed and implemented, versions in design, version under the scrutiny of an external tester.
In the first phase of the Office Case, versions were simple and created by copying the files of different programmers (using floppies). This made an overview of the whole system impossible and, as a result, both team leaders had enormous difficulties in creating a structured product through designing and re-designing modules and dependencies. As almost no attention was paid to installing practices that would support a shared view, the whole development process collapsed (as was already described) and when it was restarted, both spatially and communicatively separated subteams introduced PVCS. The use of PVCS was limited, however, since none of the groups paid sufficient attention to building the grounds for it, through developing, maintaining, questioning and modifying a corpus of shared practices and using them in a disciplined way. At one point management appointed a coordinator whose job was to create an overview of existing modules and functions and to document them in charts that were to be distributed. This remained a singular attempt which was not followed up. Then management commissioned an investigation into communication practices and failures. They established organisational meeting days (which were to be held twice a year) where everyone was supposed to explain their activities. Those meetings were seen as ineffective and meaningless by a lot of the developers. Also the official weekly meetings between both developer teams did not change the overall situation. Turnover was high and when a programmer left, his or her knowledge was not recuperable.
As a result, basic questions did not get resolved and often not even addressed. One and the same function existed in several versions. When the user interface group developed their own modules, they did so without such crucial and very basic information as the names of the database functions and their parameters.
Each time new functions developed by the database group were available, conflicts between both groups arose, each deflecting blame on the other. These conflicts centred on unclarified responsibilities and unmet expectations.
In the TV Case, creating a continuously available overview was not deemed necessary. Developer A was used to program without observing naming conventions, without creating comments or descriptions. He found non-structured global variables very useful in writing long programs and never bothered to define dependencies between his own subprograms. In contrast, developer B stuck to a thoughtful and disciplined approach which he had developed entirely for himself, including practices of naming, documenting, commenting, and creating overviews of complicated code in the form of flow-and structure charts. Both had no interest in understanding the details of each others' work practices; in particular developer B refused to enter into his friend's world of coding:
"His coding style, we would only fight with each other. Therefore I don't touch his code. If we have a problem, when it is not clear how to program, then we talk about it, for example how to structure the database, in a friendly manner. Usually he has a huge C-file with 2000 lines or something like this. And he hasn't even tried to write structured make-files. He has just taken one make-file from somewhere and put the names of his program files into it. : : : I am a fan of modular programming, everything separated into modules, no global variables, while he loves using global variables. : : : I simply do not touch global data. For instance, I could not read his programs and he not mine, since I put the opening brackets into the same column as the closing one, and he puts them at the beginning of the row (not into the same column). I am used to building the code structure with tabulators, and he with spaces". (Developer B, TV Case)
Both developers had experienced that they could trust each other to the extent that developer A accepted the limited accessibility of the other (who prefers to work at home), even when pressure increased. The strict modularisation of the programming task together with the experience from previous projects proved that their way of cooperating was feasible, i.e., helped to stay out of each other's territory.
TRANSPARENCY AND CONTROL
Changes made by developers in the Document Case were documented and transparent to all in the development team. Even though PVCS (which represents changes as complete source files and as files of differences to source files) facilitated the visibility of changes, its effect was magnified by the effort the team spent on creating a shared design space (which was continuously debated and re-defined through numerous informal meetings). As a result, managing one's modules within modules developed by someone else was experienced as easy.
Discussing the complexity of code, errors, methods and ways to solve a problems was very much part of everyday life and seen as part of the team's spirit of research.
As making programming mistakes was perceived as common, there was no problem of feeling guilty or unqualified. Practices of code reviewing (in anonymous form) were introduced, encouraged and partly (but not widely) used for commenting on code written by others, for changing parts of that code, for learning new methods and for improving one's programming skills. PVCS supported code reviewing insofar as developers could easily look into each other's files and 'bad practices', such as cumbersome or insufficient code structures and procedures, uncommented functions or program modules (including practices such as the copying of outdated or simply incorrect comments onto changed codes) became visible to everyone. Management did not take advantage of the CM tool for evaluating developers' programming skills.
Control of changes was not well developed in the first phase of the Office Case and the handling of programming errors was much less cooperative then in the Document Case. When after the first crisis most of the already developed code had to be thrown away since it was no longer applicable and had to be changed in its functionality, developers were given the freedom to design their part of the program and to seek their own solutions to emerging problems. They invented their own specifications of the modules they were supposed to develop and, under time pressure, it happened that they programmed without any design documentation. Later, some team members started practising source-online documentation (commenting source code and module functionality) as well as comments directed to those in charge of user manuals. But some of the developers wrote their comments while programming, others only after having finished the coding and testing. With the formation of two almost independent topical groups, more stable practices of code reviewing were established. The introduction of PVCS helped in increasing the regional visibility of changes and programming errors. In contrast to the Document Case, where code reviewing was embedded in a concern for methods, the policy here was to establish a standard programming style. A unified notation was developed and supported by a tool, an editor with macros for procedures such as coding statements (if-then-else), or coding conventions (e.g., setting brackets or comments on a specific line and column).
As they worked independently and avoided touching upon each other's working practices, developers in the TV Case were not particularly motivated to create a common documentation of program changes. Developer B took great care in building a base for himself that would allow him to reuse his own modules in other projects. His ambition is to create efficient functions coded in the best possible coding style (e.g., strictly observing naming conventions, optimising code) and to provide a thorough explanatory documentation of the code. When he does not get enough time in one project for optimising the code and writing comments, he seeks to modularise and perfectionise already running pieces of software in a follow-up project:
"It is easier, when you develop further. I save time with further programming. I try to stay upward compatible. : : : This is also a matter of aesthetics. It fascinates me to see how, with 'aging', a program becomes more elegant. When you worked on a program for a long time, trying to make improvements, it becomes simpler : : : and shorter. : : : The best thing is if you can remove a loop from the code because you don't need it anymore. : : : My modules are hierarchical, at the bottom the in/out functions, on top of them those functions which call the others, a nice pyramid". (Developer B, TV Case)
Visibility was established at a rather late stage, during testing (and during the life performance, both of which are highly public and participative). Then programming errors became visible to all, including the customer who was eager to see a live demonstration of the product.
ASSEMBLING THE DESIGN
For system building all developers in the Document Case used the PVCS' standard make utilities. Even though one of the developers was responsible for managing the versions and for creating the software system, everyone in the development team could on principle take on the role of the integrator. Each member was able to produce his or her own revisions. This was supported by procedural guidelines, using PVCS as a memorandum. PVCS in this case was very much used as a bureau or file cabinet which was impressively well maintained and from which system parts could be taken and assembled according to pre-specified dependencies and rules. Important decisions about creating new versions and branches were made within the team. As there was a good overview of existing versions and the overall organisation of the software system in the form of dynamic libraries readily available, reproducing old versions was not difficult.
One of the main sources of system inconsistencies in the Office Case was the use of different batch files and varying switches for compiling and linking the modules. Because no one had an overview of existing program versions and those under development, it was not possible to reproduce old program versions. In the second phase, developers recognised the necessity of libraries and make utilities and these proved helpful in supporting program integration. That the first attempt at assembling the parts into a whole was a complete failure, was not only due to repeated, unmonitored and often unaccounted changes in the design of the database. It turned out at this point that there was a missing link which needed to be defined (which developers then called data model -the data structures and database procedures, both for the database and the user interface applications). Without such a link, programmers were forced to access the low level database functions directly from their user interface application and also to use the same data structures. The necessary re-arrangements of existing data structures and of dummy functions proved to be too time-consuming (each time about a week) for a company in financial trouble. Now, the neglect of shared and readable specifications, of documentation and negotiation, of explicitness and transparency was no longer recuperable. The file cabinet in this case consisted of not sufficiently aligned fragments. Assembling had to be done in a rather inelegant 'bricoleur way', screening for errors, mending, stitching together.
Both developers in the TV Case were responsible for creating their own parts of the whole program and both did it their own way. Developer A created an executable program by copying an old batch file and adapting to the new module by changing parts of it. He had no overview of existing versions of his modules and practised assembling simply by copying and making small changes. In contrast to this, developer B structured his file system and copied his source files into it. He regularly added descriptions to the program versions in order to create an overview of existing versions and took great care in defining and developing libraries. Linking the independent modules together was then done cooperatively, with each developer being responsible for his own programming errors and system inconsistencies being managed together.
REDUCING ARTICULATION WORK
For discussing this point we go back to Schmidt's distinction between formal constructs as 'map' or 'scripts'. While neither can "exhaustively describe action", scripts clearly play a stronger role, offering "a precomputation of interdependencies among the activities (options, sequential constraints, temporal constraints, etc.) which, at critical points, provides instructions to actors of possible or required next steps" (Schmidt, 1997) .
PVCS seems to play the role of a 'script' rather than just a 'map'. The 'put', 'get', 'create version', and 'document' mechanisms made aligning complex, overlapping, interdependent program structures for a team of (spatially and temporarily) distributed actors easier. At the same time articulation work is not made obsolete, since the meaningful use of a PVCS tool requires that developers create a shared understanding of their approach, that they continuously reflect upon and revise their practices and follow them quite rigorously. While a CM tool, such as PVCS, supports some kinds of alignments, it clearly does "not represent those practices and circumstances in all of their concrete detail" (Suchman, 1987, p. 52) . Instead of reducing the complexity of articulation work, it might even be disruptive of people's work practices and its competent handling require additional, 'unnecessary' articulation work. Bowers, Button and Sharrock (1995) have argued this with respect to a workflow system in a print shop which they describe as embodying "a process model of how print work is done which makes recording the work problematic in the light of what is actually done" (p. 63).
We could not find such a lack of alignment between practices and tool in our case-studies. Still, there were some limitations to the usefulness of PVCS on the one hand, some indications of an opening up of additional articulations around the tool on the other hand. The programming tasks in the Document and Office Cases were highly complex and needed the cooperation of many people. As the idea was to create standard software, this required a high level of conceptual integrity.
The chief developer in the Document Case approached this task by establishing a rigorous discipline. The team of developers quickly understood the value of the PVCS tool. They were also aware that using its potential required articulation work. They spent a lot of time not only reading and discussing design approaches but also working out ways of programming and documenting all of them could share. They also gave each other support in adjusting to this shared codex of practices. This disciplined and enclosed design space lent itself to the use of a tool which in many ways corresponded well with (although not giving sufficient support to) actual design practices.
In the Office Case, there was a marked discrepancy between the practices suggested and supported by the PVCS tool and the reality of a highly segregated design space. This is why the two subteams made only limited use of it. Still, the minimal function of a logfile which automatically stores changes and makes them visible and retrievable, supported the project leaders in creating and managing versions. It also produced an overview of functions and their programmers, thereby creating some order in the chaos of different sets and duplicates of functions by different authors. The tool in itself, however, was not powerful enough to put the messy file cabinet into order.
Developers' strictly modularised and separated design spaces in the TV Case did not require a CM tool; although, as developer B indicated, PVCS is also attractive for a single user since it supports more systematic and rigorous practices of building, stabilising and modifying one's own design space.
Regionalisation clearly influences the use and usefulness of a CM tool. In addition, there is a shift of attention for and time spent by software developers on aligning their work, from gaining access to each other's work and making code changes and revisions transparent, to using the tool for additional reviews and alignments. Also, some limitations of PVCS (and current tools in general) stand out:
PVCS supports code reviewing (also in anonymous form) by granting easy access to each others' programming work. In the Document Case, this was used for discussing coding styles and methods, even if the code was running correctly, in the spirit of 'always looking for room for improvement'. PVCS allows the separation of private ('files') and public ('logfiles') spaces, but in ways that are not supportive of cooperative work. So, for instance, developers can continue practising their particular styles of writing code, but no assistance is offered for identifying these differences and translating them into a common format. Although the management of more than one path of code development is supported by a branching and merging mechanism ? , merging (that means selecting one of several versions of code) requires judgement, in particular in ? A branch is a development path that diverges from the primary path of software development. While one programmer's work follows the primary development path, others can create their own branches for working on specific parts. All information on branch revisions is maintained in a single logfile. After branching, a merge must be applied to two or more different sets of changes into a the case of context sensitive functions. The indifference of PVCS to context puts practical limitations to the simultaneous work of several programmers on one and the same piece of code. In the Document Case, developers preferred doing their own coding instead of entering into another person's code and comparing it.
PVCS facilitates overview in the sense of making the complexity and multilayeredness of a program visible. The chief developer in the Document Case used PVCS for creating maps, graphic representations of program modules, layers, and dependencies. These maps were used by all (even by the marketing people) for making sense and for orienting themselves. This made it possible to discuss aspects of the program that would have remained obscure (or not equally transparent to all). Although PVCS allows the fast assembling of versions, this overview of the program's complexity was successfully used in the Document Case for arguing with management against rapidly producing new versions. However, the kind of overviews offered by PVCS are not easily readable for a person with no background in systems design. One the one hand, the data produced by PVCS are almost entirely technical and their translation into categories that would make sense for management or customers is not supported. One the other hand overview is not directly accessible, it requires competent navigation through encoded information which is distributed over different files.
PVCS increases the pressure to legitimise one's work. In the Document Case, everyone was aware of what was happening at any stage of the project -who did what, how long it took her/him to complete a task, that someone did not produce any code over a longer period of time, etc. This kind of information does not require additional work, it is produced automatically. This, together with the possibilities of creating individual performance data, clearly offers a potential for management control. Again, the kind of data that management would find useful, are not presented in ways that can be easily understood. For example, statistics on individual error rates, derived from bug reports, be quite misleading for someone who does not know how to relate them to the complexity of the program and its dependencies.
PVCS imposes minimal reporting and documentation procedures (including naming), but it is not a workflow system (also because it has less to do with the temporal ordering of work, its procedural aspects, than with structures and dependencies between the parts to-be-assembled). Although each developer has to observe some basic rules, there is no enforcement of specific practices or of a specific sequentiality.
single new revision of the module. Any conflicting changes will be marked so that the programmer can resolve the conflict.
Conclusions
We started our analysis with the argument that the relationship between configuration management practices (which stand for developers' activities of aligning their work across the boundaries of a regionalised design space) and the use and usefulness of a CM tool such as PVCS can take different forms. We found that the tool itself is not strong enough to instil 'good practices'. We also saw that while reducing the complexity of articulation work necessary for many day-to-day-adjustments and clarifications, using a CM tool invites additional articulations around the creation of a shared design space (which otherwise would have happened at a rather late stage or been entirely left to others, such as the system integrator).
One of the limitations of older versions of PVCS (and of other tools) is that the kind of overview it offers is limited to purely technical information which is difficult to retrieve and read. For this reason, support of cooperative work is in many ways insufficient. So is the usefulness of such tools for purposes of management control. Already available new tools (including new versions of PVCS) offer additional possibilities. For example, tools based on the 'selectable-change model' are more than simple version-retrieval systems. They are object-oriented and therefore a change saved logically as an object can be associated with whatever information is meaningful to the developer.
A feature that has not been paid sufficient attention to, however, is how to both 'bridge' and 'be respectful' of regionalisations at the same time. While on the one hand it is important to offer cooperation support for (distributed) teams of developers as well as some access for the 'outside world' to what is happening within a project-in-design, there is also the need to protect 'private spaces' and the particular perspectives that they represent.
When looking for possibilities for improving and adding to existing tools, we wish to stress in particular three points: improving overview, supporting translation and merging, supporting participatory management.
Improving overview: Overview has to take account not only of differences of technical competence, of the ability to 'read', but of the different (legitimate) interests various groups of participants may take in development-related information. Customers, for example, might be interested in a permanent window on the software-in-development which allows them to follow the growth of a program, major points of decision and open venues, implications for use, etc. Managers need easy-to-read (graphical) representations of program features and work-in-progress that helps them in allocating resources, (re)scheduling, etc., and this in ways that are meaningfully related to the complexity of programming tasks. Developers themselves would benefit from more refined methods of 'history-tracking' that e.g. allow to retrieve previous solutions to a particular problem, to view and evaluate different paths of development.
Supporting translation and merging: While leaving space for personalised practices and styles, an additional tool could support their translation into a common format. This tool would need to be parametrisable so as to allow easy changes of such formats. Moreover, establishing simultaneous work on different development paths as a common practice would require more assistance with handling decisions when merging. When under pressure, writing one's own code is often much easier than entering into a co-developer's world for understanding difference and relative merits.
Supporting participatory management: Finally, the potential of a CM tool for a more participatory form of project management has not been developed at all. It depends to a large extent on the kind of overviews made available to the members of a team. It also requires a careful handling of boundaries between regionsbetween individual and shared workspaces, developers and the outside worlds of managers, a testing department, customers etc. While the community of practice in the Document-Case had almost securely sealed itself off, it generated a strong spirit of communality inside which would have been greatly assisted by a tool which was more supportive of the practices of structuring, aligning, improving etc. the chief developer installed. While developers in the TV-Case would probably prefer to keep the boundaries between their separate worlds, they might be interested in more continuous interactions with their powerful and omniscient customer (a prominent TV journalist) who has some expertise in programming and a very strong notion of the functionality of the application and of many details of the graphical presentation. The stress of last minutes changes (a few hours before the performance) could be alleviated by a more participatory form of project management.
